FlashVision Car Counting camera system uses AI-based
computer vision to automatically count vehicles with the
industry’s first Service Level Agreement (SLA) of 98% accuracy.

How It Works

Features

The system can be configured to count vehicles in multiple scenarios whether
you’re tracking total occupancy or a specific zone. When the camera sees a
vehicle pass into or out of a zone, the count is adjusted accordingly. The cameras

Solely camera-based system
Cloud dashboard and reporting

communicate with the cloud to keep track of total facility occupancy. Each event
is shared to the dashboard, with a picture of the vehicle that entered/exited.

Multi-level and multi-zone support

The Car Counting logic can be customized to include or exclude certain vehicle

Industry first -- SLA with
>98% accuracy

types. For example, if motorcycles should not be included in the total count of the

Available on SaaS purchasing model

facility, they can be counted separately.
24/7 support

How It Compares
FlashVision Car Counting

Other counting systems

check No additional loops or other magnetic sensors

times Many use lots of “dumb” sensors

check Detect tailgaters, back-outs

times Cannot handle backout, tailgater logic

check Differentiate between vehicle types
(Motorcycles, cars, trucks, other)
check Cloud Dashboard and real-time reporting

times No vehicle differentiation

The camera-based system is
capable of counting cars in
multiple scenarios
Entry/Exit counting total occupancy
Multi-level occupancy

times Limited cloud capabilities

Specific Zone occupancy
(EV Charging, pickup/delivery area, etc.)
Spot Occupancy Sign Integration

About FlashVision
FlashVision is a growing platform of Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based computer
vision technologies designed to simplify modern parking access, revenue
control, and remote management.

Available on two industry’s firsts
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
purchasing model
Service Level Agreement (SLA) of
98%

Are You Ready For The Future?
Go to FlashParking.com/products to learn about how our suite of technology can power the evolution of your
asset into a networked mobility hub.

